Regulated oligomerisation and molecular interactions of the early gametocyte protein Pfg27 in Plasmodium falciparum sexual differentiation.
Gametocytes of the protozoan Plasmodium falciparum ensure malaria parasite transmission from humans to the insect vectors. In their development, they produce the abundant specific protein Pfg27, the function and in vivo molecular interactions of which are unknown. Here we reveal a previously unreported localisation of Pfg27 in the gametocyte nucleus by immunoelectron microscopy and studies with HaloTag and Green Fluorescent Protein fusions, and identify a network of interactions established by the protein during gametocyte development. We report the ability of endogenous Pfg27 to form oligomeric complexes that are affected by phosphorylation of the protein, possibly through the identified phosphorylation sites, Ser32 and Thr208. We show that Pfg27 binds RNA molecules through specific residues and that the protein interacts with parasite RNA-binding proteins such as EF1alpha and PfH45. We propose a structural model for Pfg27 oligomerisation, based on the sequence and structural conservation here recognised between Pfg27 and sterile alpha motif. This study provides a molecular basis for Pfg27 to establish an interaction network with RNA and RNA-binding proteins and to govern its dynamic oligomerisation in developing gametocytes.